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Heisenberg’s picture and non commutative geometry
of the semi classical limit in quantum mechanics
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ABSTRACT. - We propose a new framework based upon non commuta-
tive geometry to control the semi classical limit in phase space. It leads in
particular to uniform estimates of Nekhoroshev’s type, as Planck’s con-
stant tends to zero, for the perturbation expansion.

RESUME. 2014 Nous proposons un cadre nouveau fonde sur la géométrie
non commutative, pour controler la limite semi classique dans l’espace
des phases. Cette approche permet d’obtenir des estimations, uniformes par
rapport a la constante de Planck, sur la serie de perturbation, semblables a
celles de Nekhoroshev en mecanique classique.

0. Introduction.

1. The Harmonic Oscillator: Action-Angle Variables.
2. The Quantal Phase Space.
3. The Semi Classical Observable Algebra.
4. Calculus I: Averaging and Integration.
5. Calculus II: Differential Structure.
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6. Holomorphic Functions on Quantal Phase Space.
7. A Non Commutative Cauchy-Kowaleskaya Theorem.
8. A Convergent Perturbation Theory for One Degree of Freedom.
9. Birkhofrs Expansion and Rayleigh-Schrodingcfs Perturbation Series.

10. A Nekhoroshev-type Estimate.
11. Another Birkhoff expansion.

0. INTRODUCTION

During the last ten years many informations on the manifestations of
classical deterministic regular or chaotic motions in quantum mechanics
have been gathered. One of the most famous observations concerns the
universal behaviour of the level spacing distribution of the eigenvalues of
a quantum system which follows a Poisson law if the system is classically
integrable ([ 16], [ 17], [71 ], [73]), and a Wigner distribution of the type GOE
or GUE for classically chaotic ones ([24], [25]). These results have been
tested numerically on many examples ([19], [20], [21], [24], [26], [75]), they
have also been observed in several experimental results ([23], [32]) and
have received some theoretical justifications ([16], [19], [51]).

Another important result was provided by the Selberg trace formula,
relating the structure of the spectrum of the Laplacian on a surface of
constant negative curvature, to the distribution of the periodic orbits of
the corresponding geodesic flow which is known to be ergodic and strongly
mixing ([65], [76]). Generalizations to quantum mechanics have been pro-
posed independently by Gutzwiller ([54], [55]) and Balian &#x26; Bloch
([3], [4], [5], [6]). Beside some mathematically rigorous results on the
asymptotics of the density of states generalizing Weyl’s formula
([39], [40], [53]) it provides also a way to associate to each eigenstate
packages of classical orbits located in the region where the quantum state
lies ([43], [57], [58], [59], [77]). In the same spirit, M. V. Berry proposed
recently a formula [19] for the eigenvalues spacing distribution from that
kind of semiclassical approach which seems to give a more precise descrip-
tion than the Wigner laws in particular for non generic systems for which
the universal statistics do not hold.

Quantum systems with time-dependent potentials periodic in time have
been also successfully investigated using comparison with their classical
counterpart. The first model was the so-called "kicked rotor" proposed
by Taylor [78] and Chirikov [38] as a paradigm for transition to chaos in
classical hamiltonian mechanics, and later on again by Casati [30] for
comparison between the classical and the quantum model. An important
contribution in that respect was the introduction of "Anderson’s localiza-
tion" in that scheme by the Maryland group ([47], [48]). At small coupling
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177HEISENBERG’S PICTURE

whenever the classical motion is regular, a KAM like theorem has been
proved for a smoothly kicked rotor [11] leading to a rigorous version of
the so-called EBK quantization condition. At large coupling where the
classical motion is chaotic ([52], [71]), it leads to the Chirikov-Shepelyansky
relation ([33], [35]) between the classical diffusion constant and the quan-
tum localization length of the eigenstates of the quasi-energy operator.
More recently several theoretical and numerical works [50] have been
performed on the kicked rotor problem to give a more detailed analysis
of the quantum behaviour in term of a semiclassical approach leading to
a very precise understanding of the role of classical KAM tori or Cantori
in the quantum tunneling effect and the nature of quantal eigenstates of
the quasi-energy operator.

These ideas were very successfully applied to explain the multiphotonic
ionization of hydrogen atoms by microwaves, an experiment due to
J. Bayfield and P. Koch [7] which stayed a puzzling result for years until
it was suggested and then verified that the results were a manifestation of
the transition to chaos in the corresponding classical system giving rise to
quantitative successful predictions [8]. A quantum version of that approach
using specifically the localization scheme proved very recently to be quite
successfull in predicting the existence of a regime where classical and
quantum mechanics disagree due to interference effects ([9], [10], [34]).
Eventhough most of these difficult results have contributed highly in

understanding more concretely what has been fashionable to call "quan-
tum chaos", there is still a need for a mathematical background permitting
to go beyond the study of special examples, numerical simulations or
experiments. In any case it is still to be understood why these semiclassical
results are so accurate.

In that respect the situation is in a much better shape for systems which
are classically nearly integrable. The Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rules
for the orbits of the hydrogen atom were generalized by Einstein-Brillouin-
Kramers ([30], [45], [61], [62]) to provide the semiclassical approximation
to eigenvalues whenever classical invariant tori occur in the system.

In modern language, the EBK quantization is successfully used through
pseudodifferential calculus ([37], [53], [81]), at least when one is dealing
with the Schrodinger operator. For example during the last five years
exact results on tunneling have been obtained by several groups
([28], [29], [56]). One of the most remarquable set of results along this line
concerns the fractal properties of Hofstadter’s spectrum, describing the
quantum motion of a Bloch electron in a uniform magnetic field
([14], [56], [73], [82], [83]).
However physicists and quantum chemists ([43], [59], [64], [77]) have

developped other approaches in order to get accurate algorithms for the
computation of eigenvalues of complicated systems like atoms or mole-
cules. Starting with a classical hamiltonian as a small perturbation of an
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integrable one expressed in term of action-angle variables, they compute
its Birkhoff expansion up to a finite order by various resummation method,
and simply replace each action variable by an integer multiple of Planck’s
constant h. In this way one gets surprinsingly accurate results for the
energy spectrum even for the groundstate energy. On the other hand, this
approach has the advantage over the pseudodifferential calculus of being
canonical, for it uses action-angle variables which are (at least locally in
phase space) universal canonical variables. In this respect, such a canonical
approach were used in [15] when dealing with Bloch electrons in a magnetic
field through the use of a non commutative algebra of operators generaliz-
ing the algebra of classical observables on the corresponding classical
phase space. It led to a more efficient method when dealing with tunneling
in phase space than the pseudodifferential calculus [56], because it never
uses localization properties in position space.

In all these problems interference effects play a central role. For classi-
cally integrable systems, the WKB approximation consists precisely in

computing the phase factor either for the wave function or for the Green
function, and the EBK scheme give recipes for getting the result. For

classically chaotic systems, trace formulae select classical closed orbits

precisely because they are stationnary points of the phase factors occuring
in the right-hand side. In much the same way, Anderson localization for
the kicked rotor model is precisely due to interference effects trapping the
state in a bounded region of the quantum phase space.
However, there are still some difficulties in finding a satisfactory forma-

lism, especially in the chaotic region where no such simple rule as the
EBK one is known up to now to give a definite answer to the question of
semiclassical quantization. We believe that the Heisenberg point of view
using a non commutative algebra of observables as the quantum analog
of the set of functions over the classical phase space, can solve that
difficulty. The main reason is that it follows closely the canonical forma-
lism in classical mechanics and therefore there is no rule to be found for

the quantization. The crucial point then is to find a correct way of

expressing interference effects in such a non commutative framework.
This is precisely what has been solved in several recent works using non

commutative geometry developped by A. Connes [41].
The first example studied in this way concerned the gap labelling

theorem for hamiltonian spectra especially whenever the spectrum is a

Cantor set [ 11 ]. Gaps occur in quantum mechanics whenever a Bragg
condition is violated, again an interference effect. The gap labelling is

provided by the value of the so-called "integrated density of states" which
is related through Sturm’s theorem to the rotation angle per unit length
of the phase of the wave function solution of Schrodingefs equation.
However, in the non commutative approach, this number can be interpre-
ted as a topological invariant, an element of K-theory, similar to the
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Chern class of a fiber bundle. One can then use the machinary of algebraic
topology to give exact rules in computing these numbers.
The next example concerns a mathematically complete framework

describing the ordinary Quantum Hall Effect [ 13] . Here interference effects
occur in two ways: firstly through the gauge invariance leading to the
quantization of the Hall conductance, and then in the Anderson localiza-
tion due to the disorder, which produce the plateaus observed for the Hall
conductance when one change the filling factor. This problem was solved
using the machinary of non commutative geometry, permitting to identify
the Hall conductance with the Chern class ([2], [12], [63], [79]) of a non
commutative fiber bundle, which happens to be an integer.
The last example concerns the property of Hofstadter spectrum, and

more generally the behavior of the gap boundaries for the energy spectrum
of a 2D Bloch electron in a uniform magnetic field B as a function of B.
It turns out that it is a semiclassical problem as first pointed out by
Onsager [68] when he explained in a very simple way the de Haas-van
Alphen effect ([ 1 ], [42]): the magnetic field plays the role of Planck’s
constant! This remark was used first by M. Wilkinson [82] to give an
approximate renormalization scheme describing Hofstadter’s spectrum for
the Harper equation. It has been mathematically justified recently by
Helfer and Sjostrand [56]. On the other hand Wilkinson also gave a
formula [84] for the derivative of the gap boundaries with respect to

the magnetic field, which was rederived and physically interpreted by
R. Rammal [73 b]. As these authors pointed out, this derivative involve a
correction term due to the occurence of a Berry phase [18] again an
interference effect which can be interpreted as a topological invariant.
Unfortunatly the calculations of Rammal and Wilkinson used the specific
form of Harper’s equation which can be seen as a 1 D Schrodinger equation
on a lattice. The generalization to the case of a 2D electron in a magnetic
field requires different techniques. In [ 14] one uses precisely non commuta-
tive differential geometry to solve that problem, and the Rammal-Wilkin-
son formula has been given in this general case.

This last result motivated us to systematically develop a non commuta-
tive framework to study the semi-classical limit. It is fair to say that the

key ideas are based upon the construction of the "tangent groupoid"
described privately by A. Connes several years ago in 1983, and a private
discussion with S. Graffi in 1983 who explained to one of us (J.B.) how
to relate small divisors in classical mechanics and quantum mechanics

through a semi-classical limit.
Our strategy is the following: starting from the intuition given by the

representation of quantum mechanics in term of annihilation and creation
operators (giving rise in the classical limit to action angle variables), we
define a C* algebras of observables indexed by the Planck constant ~, in

Vol. 52, n° 3-1990.
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such a way that elements of that algebra have a good limit as h - 0. We
show that it is then possible to see that algebra as the non commutative
analog of the space of continuous functions on the classical phase space
(here given as R + x Tn in action-angle variables) vanishing at infinity. By
analogy we then extend to that algebra the usual operations of the
canonical formalism namely the "averaging" and the Poisson brackets

{ , }. In order to get technical results we then define a family of dense
subalgebras being the non commutative analog of functions over the
classical phase space which can be extended to a complex neighbourhood
by holomorphy. The main estimate of our paper concerns the boundedness
of Liouville operators (namely the operators ~w : .f’ ~ ~w, .f’~) on these
subalgebras giving rise to the existence and construction of a class of

canonical transformations uniformly in h.
Then we illustrate the power of this approach by a comparison between

perturbation expansions in classical and in quantum mechanics through a
Lie formalism using Liouville operators. We get in this way formal power
series related to Birkhoff’s expansion for h = 0 and coinciding with the
Rayleigh-Schrodinger one for h # 0. Moreover estimates on each term of
the expansion and on the remainders can be obtained easily uniformly in h
leading to an extension of Nekhoroshev’s theorem for quantum mechanics.
Actually denoting by E the perturbation parameter, it is shown that the

error term after truncating the expansion in an optimal way, is exponen-
tially small in E. This last result constitutes actually the first rigorous result
in our knowledge concerning the use of Birkhoff expansions for computing
the eigenvalue spectrum of a complicated system [43]. In addition our
estimate permits to understand why eigenstates obtained in this way are
so accurate: for indeed if we allow ourself to neglect corrections of order
~C2, say for the energy spectrum, one gets accurate results for values of E
such that O (exp = O (~2) (where N is an exponent which is of
order of the number of degrees of freedom) a

value which can be quite big even for small values of h.
We believe that our formalism is actually more powerful. First of all

we intend to show that such an algebra is "locally universal" namely it

represents any algebra of observable constructed in a similar way locally
in the "quantum phase space". As a result we expect to be able to study
the quantum spectrum near an island of stability of the corresponding
classical system. A consequence of such a study will be probably to prove
rigorously that in this latter case Poisson’s distribution indeed occur for
such kind of spectrum [16]. But we also believe that it is especially well
fitted for the study of the classically chaotic regime. We intend to go into
such directions in the near future.
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1. THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR: ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES

Let us consider a harmonic oscillator with one degree of freedom. One
quantizes it by mean of the Fock space constructed from the vacuum state
10&#x3E; and the annihilation and creation operators a and a* satifying the
following commutation relation:

where h = h/2 x and h is the Planck constant. The Fock space is generated
by the basis of vectors given by:

Our first result is provided by the following theorem:

THEOREM 1.1. - Let P (a, a*) be a polynomial in the operators a and
a*. We set:

(i) fP can be decomposed into:

where fp (h, A, l) is a polynomial with respect to (h, A) vanishing identically
for I big enough, and 03B8 is a rational function independent of P defined by:

(iii) If h - 0, n - oo in such a way that nh - A one has:

Vol. 52, n° 3-1990.
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Let us now consider the simplest case where P (a, a*) = a. We get:

If one assumes (1.3) &#x26; (1.4) one gets by taking the adjoint of (1.3) :

implying (1 .6 b) immediately. This gives in particular for P (a, a*) = a*

Given any pair P and P’ of polynomials the matrix multiplication gives:

Actually one has:

By ( 1. 8), for I ~ 1 we have e (n, = n (n -1 ) ... (n -1+ 1 ) ~~ which van-
ishes if I ~ n + 1. Thus

leading to formula (1.6 a).
Taking the limit h - 0 with A fixed in (1.6) and multiplying both sides

by A - 1/2 which is the limit of 8 (~, A, l) -1 ~2, we see that if the formula
(1.7) is true for P 1 and P2 it is true also for their product and their
adjoint. It is therefore sufficient to check it on the polynomial P (a, a*) = a.
Thanks to (1.9) one obtains:

proving (1.7) at last. D

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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2. THE QUANTUM PHASE SPACE

What one learns from the previous chapter is that the classical limit is
provided by the limit of the kernels fp (~, 0 with nh - A. In

that limit this kernel converges to the Fourier transform of the correspond-
ing classical observable obtained by replacing the annihilation operator a
by the function and the creation operator a* by the classical

function of the action A and angle e. In this section we will

make this remark systematic by defining a toplogy on the set of pairs
(h, n~) describing properly this semiclassical limit. We will also consider
the situation for which one has N degrees of freedom (N &#x3E; 1 ) described
through action-angle variables.

In what follows, if A = (A1, ..., E RN and A’ = ..., A~) E RN
we will set:

One denotes by the closure in RN + of the set of pairs (h, n~) where
0  ~ ~ 1 and n E NN. As one can see from Figure 1 below, is the
union of the lines (here n E NN)

If one endows with the topology induced by one sees that a
generating family of neighbourhoods of the classical action (0, A) is

Vol. 52, n° 3-1990.
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given by the set of points (n, nh) such that for some E &#x3E; 0, In I  E and
I A - nfi ]  E. This is exactly the topology needed for the semiclassical
limit. reO) will be called the "state space". Then is a locally compact
Hausdorff space.
From last section one also sees that angle variables appear through

Fourier’s transform as dual variables "I" and they give rise for kernels to
a generalized convolution. In Heisenberg’s language, this convolution can
be seen in term of "transitions between states" and ~-/). If we
identify the states with points in we just need to give a proper
definition of transitions between two such points for a given value of ~C.
For this purpose we introduce the set r which is the closure in RN + 1 x ZN
of the set of triple y = (n, A, l) such that both (n, A) and (n, A- /%) belong
to r~. We will interpret y as an arrow describing a transition between
an initial state [its "source" s (y)] and a final state [its "range" . r (y)] exactly
as spectroscopists do (see fig. 2):

The set r inherits the topology of RN + 1 X ZN and becomes also a locally
compact Hausdorff space. Using this transition language one sees that
each arrow y admits a unique inverse y -1 obtained by reversing the source
and the range namely:

At last two arrows yl and y2 may be composed provided the source of Y 1
matches the range of y2 to give rise to a new one namely:

It is easy to check that Yl y2 belongs indeed to r. We will denote by r(2)
the set of pairs (yl, y2) of composable arrows; it is a closed subset of
rxr.

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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Endowed with such a structure r is a locally compact "groupoid" [74]
namely we get:

PROPOSITION 2.1. - (i) The mappings rand s from F into are

continuous.

(ii) The mapping Y E T ~ y-1 1 E r is continuous.
(iii) The mapping (yl, y2) E -~ y 1 Y2 E r is continuous.
Endowed with the source and range maps, the inverse and the composition

laws, r becomes a locally compact groupoid. D

Since the proof is essentially elementary we will skip it. We refer the
reader to [74] for the definition and properties of groupoids. D

DEFINITION 2.2. - The groupoid r will be called the action-angle
quantum phase space. D

3. SEMICLASSICAL OBSERVABLE ALGEBRA

The quantum phase space we have defined in the previous section will
represent a non commutative generalization of the classical phase space
R~ x TN if we use the action-angle variables (here T = R/2 x Z is the torus).
A classical observable is usually defined as a continuous function on the
classical phase space. In order to avoid inessential difficulties, we will
restrict ourself to the space rc 0 x TN) of continuous functions vanishing
at infinity endowed with the uniform topology. It turns out that the non
commutative analog of such a function space may be defined on a grou-
poid, the so-called "C*-Algebra" of a locally compact groupoid. In order
to make it clear we will describe its construction here. The reader who
wants to know more, is referred to [74].
We first consider the space C, (F) of continuous functions on r with

compact support. In what follows if x = (h, A) belongs to r~°~ we will
denote by r (x) the set of arrows with range x. Then a product and a "*"
can be defined on C~ (r) by:

Since these functions have compact support the sum in (3.1 ) is well defined
for the fiber r (x) of any state is discrete, and only finitely many terms in
the sum will contribute. If we use the previous notations we see that (3 .1 )
can be written as:

Vol. 52, n° 3-1990.
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namely we recover the formulae of theorem 1.1.
We want to introduce now a topology in order to control properly the

classical limit. On the other hand algebraic computations will be needed
leading to control the convergence of series expansions. At the present
stage of the theory we also want to introduce a topology as natural as
possible, that is, a construction using no more than the algebraic structure
described above.
A standard way consists in defining a C*-norm for it satisfies the

fundamental property:

which gives the norm a purely algebraic origin.
The explicit construction of such norms goes through the choice of one

or of a family of representations in Hilbert spaces. In the groupoid case,
there is a canonical choice of such representation associated to fibers. For
x E r~B is the Hilbert space l2 (r (x)) of square summable sequences
indexed by the fiber. We define the representation nx acting on by:

A C*-seminorm is then defined as follows:

One can actually check that this is a norm on Cff (r) for if II f I = 0 the
matrix elements f 0 y’) vanish for any pair (y, y’) in r (x) for every
x E and therefore f = 0.
We define C* (r) as the completion of the algebra Cff (r) under the

previous norm. Clearly any of the representations ~x extends to C* (r).
Thus the subset ~~ of C* (r) of elements such that a~~~,, A) ( f ) = 0 for any
possible A’s is a closed two-sided ideal. We will denote by ~~ the quotient
algebra Ah = C* and by 03C1h the canonical projection from C* (r)
onto We get the following result:

THEOREM 3.1. - (i) If 0, the algebra Ah is isomorphic to the algebra
~’ of compact operators on the Hilbert space l2 

(ii) If h = 0, the algebra A0 is isomorphic to the algebra L0 (RN+ X of
continuous functions vanishing at infinity on the classical phase space
RN x TN .

(iii) If f = f* E C* (r) and if h° E [0, 1] the spectrum of Ph ( f ) in is

continuous around h = ~to in the following sense: the gap boundaries of the

spectrum of p,~ ( f ) are continuous functions of h at ho. The eigenvalues of
Ph ( f ) at ~t ~ 0 are continuous in ~t and they accumulate at ~t = 0 on the ~.

spectrum of Po ( f ) which is an interval.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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(iv) In particular f f E C* (r) the norm II Ph ( f ) II is continuous with respect
to ~t and the field of C*-algebra 0 _ ~t _ I} is continuous [41]. D

COROLLARY 3.2. - If f belongs to C* (r) then f defines a continuous
function vanishing at infinity on r, and moreover:

Proof of theorem 3 . 3 . - (i) To reinterpret the formula (3.4) in our

original notation, let us consider first the case for which x = (~C, n~) with
n i= 0. Then r (x) is the set of transition arrows with IE ZN
and n-l~ NN. The mapping y E r (x) - n - l e NN is a bijection which allows
us to identify r (x) with NN. Hence:

giving for the representation:

This formula shows that 1tx depends only on h and not upon the specific
choice of x along the fiber. For short we will denote it by giving
operators on l2 (NN) the matrix elements of which being:

We therefore recover the formula (1.3) in theorem 1.1. On the other hand,
since 0 all these representations are equivalent, we see immediately
that the algebra dh is by definition isomorphic to the norm closure of
7th (C~. (r)). The first statement of theorem 3.1 will be a consequence of
the following remark:

LEMMA 3.3. - If f E C~,. (r) and fi ~ 0 the operator 7th ( f ) acting on
l2 (NN) has a finite rank. D

Proof of lemma 3.3. - Since f has compact support, there is R &#x3E; 0 such
that if I m~ ( ~ &#x3E;_ R or if ( m - m’ I 1 &#x3E;_ R the matrix element f (h, mh, m - m’)
vanishes. Therefore the corresponding matrix has only a finite number of
non zero elements. 0

Proof of theorem 3.1 (continued). - Since the norm closure of the space
of finite rank operators is the C*-algebra Jf of compact operators on
l2 the algebra (C~. (r)) is included in On the other hand, let
B (m, m’) be a finite rank matrix. Let us built a continuous function with
compact support f on r such that ( f ) coincides with B. In order to do
so, let p be a continuous function on [0, 1] with cp (h) = 1, 0  cp (s)  1
and vanishing if ~-~~/2(M+1) where M is the max

{~i,~,/B(~,~)~0}. Then f (~C’, mh’, 1 ) = cp (h’) B (m, m -1 ) will
do it. Therefore any finite rank operator belongs to (C~. (r)) which
proves (i).

Vol. 52, n° 3-1990.
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(ii) Let us now consider the case n = 0. Then the fiber of x = (0, A) is
given by the set of transition arrows y=(0, A, 1 ) with IE ZN. Thus the
projection map y=(0, is a bijection which allows us
to identify r (x) with ZN. Hence: .. ..

giving for the representation:

The Fourier transform permits to identify l2 with L2 through
the formula:

Then A) ( f ) becomes the operator of multiplication by 8 -~ f~~ (A, e)
on L2 (TN) where:

In particular we recover the situation of theorem 1.1 (1 .7). Moreover the
norm of ~~o, A) ( f ) is

Since f has compact support, the function f~~ (A, 8) is continuous with

respect to A and is a trigonometric polynomial in the angle variables.
Now, by definition, the algebra j~o is the completion of Po [C (r)]

under the semi-norm:

Therefore d 0 is included into L0 (RN+ x TN). Conversely, any function in
CC 0 (R~ x TN) can be uniformly approximated by a continuous function
with compact support with respect to A which is at the same time a

trigonometric polynomial in the angle. Let therefore F be such a function,
and let F(A, 1 ) be its Fourier sequence according to formula (3.12). Let
also x be the characteristic function of R. Then the function

f (h, A, /)=F(A, l).x is continuous with compact support on r
and by construction coincides with F. Therefore C~. (r) is dense in

~o x TN) in the norm II . 110 proving (ii).
(iii) &#x26; (iv) In order to prove the remaining part of the theorem, let us

introduce the following operator on C~. (r):

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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One can check immediately that it is a *-homomorphism. Moreover if
~V’ _ (~V’1, ..., % N) is the operator of multiplication by n on l2 (NN), 110
is implemented in the representation 7~ (~ ~ 0) by the unitary operator

0, showing that ~03C0h (119 whenever h~ 0. For h= 0, 110
acts on the Fourier transform as translation of the angles. Thus again the
norm is conserved. All together, 110 is isometric and extends to the full

C*-algebra as a *-homomorphism. In much the same way it is easy to see
that rle 0 ~03B8’ = and therefore we get a group of automorphisms. By a
3 E argument one can easily show that ~03B8 is norm pointwise continuous
with respect to e.

Let now Fk be a sequence of non negative trigonometric polynomials
on the torus TN with non negative Fourier coefficients such that (the Fejer
kernel will do it [60]):

We define:

and thanks to the definition of Fk, lim _ ~. Moreover, if f belongs
k - oo

to (h, A, 1)=/(~ A, j if Fk is the Fourier series of
Fk. Therefore fk has a compact support with respect to 1 which depends
only upon Fk.

Let now gj be a continuous function with compact support on RN+ such
that 0 ~ gj(A) ~ 1, and gj(A)=1 for _ j. We identify gj with the
kernel o. Then again a 3 E argument shows that if f
belongs to C* (r) lim All together, belongs to C, (r)

j - w

and approximate f in the norm ’of C* (r).
We need now to prove the following lemma due to G. Elliott [46].

LEMMA 3.4 (G. Elliott). - such that ~(/)=0, then for
every E &#x3E; 0 there is 6 &#x3E; 0 such that if I _- Õ then ~ ~ p~ ( f ) I (  E. 0

Proof of lemma 3.4. - Using the approximation for f in the C*-
algebra and a 3 E argument, we can restrict ourself to the case for which f
belongs to C~(r). Indeed by (3.16) p ( fk) = 0, and therefore we get

= P~ (g) P~. (.fk) = O. Now if f belongs to C~. (r) the norm of p. 
is bounded from above by sup ~l A, lJ I which is a continuous

A

function of h’ vanishing whenever h’ = h proving the result. 0

Proof of theorem 3.1 (end). - The end of the proof is now standard:
let f= f* belong to C* (r) and let J be a closed interval contained in the
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resolvent set of Ph(f). We denote by G a continuous function on R such
that 0 ~ G _ 1, vanishing on the spectrum of Ph(f) and taking on the
value 1 on J. Thus p~(G(/))=0 and applying the lemma 3.3 there is Ö &#x3E; 0
such that ö the norm of (G ( f )) is less than 1 /2. For such
h’, J cannot cut the spectrum of Ph’ (G (/)).

Let now 0 be an open interval cutting the spectrum of Ph (f). Let hk
be a sequence converging to h and such that 0 does not cut the spectrum
of ( f ). Let us assume first that ~ ~ 0. We know that ( f ) acts on __

the same Hilbert space as long as h’ is not zero. Moreover, from (3.8) we
see that ( f ) is strongly continuous in h’ whenever fhas compact support,
and by a 3 E argument this is true for f in the C*-algebra. Therefore since
the spectrum cannot increase by strong limit the spectrum of 7~ ( f) which
coincides with the spectrum of Ph (f) cannot cut 0, a contradiction. If
now h = 0, let us represent ( f ) from h’ &#x3E; 0 in the space l2 (ZN) by mean
of:

This is a representation unitarily equivalent to 7r~. Choosing a sequence
nk in NN converging to 0o such that converges to A, and denoting
by 7~ the corresponding representation, we see that converges

strongly to ( f). Since A can be chosen arbitrarily the same conclusion
applies. Therefore in any case, for h’ close enough to h the spectrum of
p~. (, f’) must cut O.
From these two properties, we conclude easily that the gap boundaries

are continuous in h. In particular, since for h~ 0 Ph ( f ) is a compact
self adjoint operator its spectrum is discrete and each eigenvalue varies
continuously with respect to h. As h = 0, p° (, f ’) can be identified with the
function fez (A, 8) and its spectrum is nothing but the image of namely
a closed interval. Therefore the eigenvalues of p~ ( f ) accumulate on that
interval as h - 0.

If now f is arbitrary, we have II Ph = II ( ff’*) 111/2 and therefore the
continuity of the norm follows from the continuity of the upper boundary
of the spectrum of Ph ( ff *). This is just what we need for the definition
of a continuous field of C*-algebra (see [44]). D

Proof of the Corollary 3.2. - The proposition follows from the

estimate. But by (3.4) if x E and y, y’ E r (x) we get

I f (y’ 1 ° y) ~ _ ~ leading to the first formula and also to

the other one if we replace f by ff*. D
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4. CALCULUS I: AVERAGING AND INTEGRATION

As we already explained the groupoid r can be seen as the non commu-
tative analog of the classical phase space. We may wonder whether it is
possible to extend to this space the usual rules of Calculus. In this section
we intend to explain how to do it concerning two important rules of
Classical Mechanics namely the "averaging over angles" and the Liouville
density measure.

Averaging is used to provide approximations in presence of adiabatic
invariants. The Liouville density measure is an invariant by any hamil-
tonian motion and is used in statistical mechanics and transport theory.
In our language we will see that averaging is nothing but restricting a
matrix to its diagonal part, whereas its integral with respect to Liouville’s
density is nothing but its trace properly normalized as h - 0 in order to
recover the usual Lebesgue integration at the classical limit.

In Classical Mechanics, averaging consist in integrating over the angles.
Since the quantum phase space is expressed in term of the dual variables
T’ we see that it consists in restricting the Fourier transform of a function
f at /=0. In the quantum case the same definition will be accepted to
give:

Clearly from Cor. 3.2, we II I II so that the average extends
to any function in C* (r). Thanks to formulae 3.7 &#x26; 3.10 we see that in
the canonical representations 7th and A) the average of f is represented
by diagonal matrices. In particular let f belong to C* (r); diagonalizing it
means nothing but finding a *-automorphism P of C* (r) and some
element f’ in C* (r) such that ?(/)=(/’). Thus the diagonalization
procedure has a purely algebraic interpretation, independent of the specific
choice of a representation or of a basis of vectors in this representation.
The main property of the average is the following:

In the language of C*-algebra the average provides a conditional expecta-
tion onto the abelian subalgebra of diagonal elements of C* (r) which is
nothing but the of continuous functions vanishing at
infinity over the state space r~. By analogy we will define the integral of
f E C~. (r) as follows :
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The main properties of this definition are summarized below:

PROPOSITION 4.1. - (i) 0 03C4h is a normalized trace on compact
operators namely: .

(ii) If f E C~ (r) the map hE [0, 1] ~ Th ( f ) E C is continuous. D

Proof. - (i) formula (4.4) is obvious in view of the definitions (3.7) &#x26;

(4.3).
(ii) Since f has a compact support there is R &#x3E; 0 such that whenever

I A I 00 ~ R, f (h, A, 0)=0. In addition, f is continuous. Therefore if h ~ 0,
the formula (4.3) shows that indeed is continuous around h. If h = 0,
the continuity simply means that the discrete sum in (4.3) converges to
the integral, a simple property of Riemann’s integral. D

PROPOSITION 4.2. - Let r(/) denote the map h E [0, 1 -+ ’t ( f ) E C. If
then: 

...

Since these properties are standard we will leave the proof to the reader.

DEFINITION 4.3. - For p &#x3E;_ 1, LP (r) will denote the completion of

C~. (r) under the norm

Remark. - Thanks to the proposition 4.2 (i) this definition makes sense
even if p is not an even integer.

5. CALCULUS II: DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURE

In much the same way we will extend to the quantum phase space the
differential structure of the classical one. The easy part consists in defining
the derivative with respect to the angles. The difficult part will be to define

properly the derivative with respect to actions.
Since differentiating with respect to angles is easily expressed in term

of Fourier series in the classical case we are entitled to propose the

following generalization in the quantum case:

PROPOSITION 5.1. - lf f E C~. (17) the derivative is defined by:
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Then they extend as family of commuting unbounded derivations on C* (r)
generating a norm pointwise continuous automorphism group. 0

Proof. - The formula (3.15) gives the definition of a norm pointwise
continuous automorphism group the generators of which being precisely
the partial derivatives defined in (5.1) proving the proposition. However
it is interesting to see in detail what makes a derivation. Let f, g be
two continuous functions with compact support on r. Using the definition
of the product [eq. (3.2)] we get:

If we decompose § into ~+(~"~) we obtain immediately:

which is the definition for a derivation. D h

It is quite trickier to define the derivative with respect to action variables.
The reason comes from the fact that the quantum phase space is discrete

0. To understand our construction let us consider a simple example
namely the definition of a ~1 function on R: we will characterize them
from the data of the C*-algebra ~o (R) only. Let $ be the Banach space
~o (R x R) considered as a bimodule over ~ 0 (R) as follows:

We will denote by the sup norm of F in iff and by II f II the sup-
norm of f in (R). Let f belong to (R), we introduce its differential
7f as a function of two variables namely:

It is easy to check that f belongs to the space ~o (R) of continuously
differentiable function vanishing together with its derivative at infinity if
and only if coincides on x’ with an element of ~. In this case the

corresponding element of lC will also be denoted by lf and it satisfies the
following properties:

(i) if f, then ~)==~+/~.
(ii) f’ II if/" denotes the derivative off
It is interesting to see why (i) holds for indeed:

These two properties allows us to define S~o (R) as the subspace of elements
of L0 (R) for which there exists such that F = and the norm will
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be:

In this approach R can be replaced by any locally compact subset of R.
We will define partial derivatives on a locally compact subset of RN

through:

whenever ~~~5~ 0. This definition is not convenient from the previous
point of view for the right hand side does not depend upon

(~i? ’ ’ -? ... , and cannot converge to zero at infinity in
R2 N. However as we will see we will apply it to a case for which the
distance between x and y will be controlled in such a way that the formula
may be useful.

For each ~==1, ..., N we define the groupoid r xJ.1 r as the set of

families (h, A, B, l) such that 0 ~ ~ 1, (n, A), (h, B) E r(ü) with Av = B,,
and The groupoid structure is given by the following rules:

(i) the range of (n, A, is (n, A, B), its source being

(ii) the inverse of (n, A, B, l) is (n, A - lh, l).
(iii)the composition of (h, A, B, j and (h, is

(~, A, B, l + l’).
There are two canonical projections pi and p2 from r x~ r onto r:

and p 2 {~, A, B, l) _ {~, B, ~ . They are

obviously continuous groupoid homomorphisms.
The space C~ (r x r) of continuous functions with compact support

on r x r becomes a C~ (r) bimodule by mean of the product rule f F g =
f ° p1 F g ° p2. It is indeed easy to check that if f, g belong to C, (r) and
if F belongs to C, (r XIl r) then f F g belongs to C, (r xJ.1 r). In much the
same way as in section 3 we may define the C*-algebra of r xJ.1 r together
with its norm.

The derivative with respect to the action will be defined by:

This formula defines a continuous function away from the diagonal A = B
of r x r and vanishing at infinity. The space of such functions is also a

C, (r) bimodule and (5.6) defines a *-derivation for:
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We now remark that if extends as continuous function on r X~ r
the extension need not be unique since r  r is discrete for h~ 0. Never-
theless we propose the following definition [remark that any element of
C, (r) has a partial derivative with respect to angles in C~(r)]:

DEFINITION 5.2. - A function f in C, (r) will be called differentiable
with respect to A~ whenever there is an element F of C* (r x~ r) which
coincides with away from the diagonal of r xJl r. It will be called
differentiable whenever it is differentiable with respect to A for every y.
The set of differentiable elements of C, (r) will be denoted by C~(r).

C 1 (r) will denote the completion of C~(r) under the norm:

PROPOSITION 5. 3. - C 1 (r) is a normed *-algebra and in particular if f
and g belong to C1 (r):

Since this inequality is essentially obvious we will leave it to the reader.
In Classical Mechanics an extremely important fact concerns the exis-

tence of the symplectic structure: any local change of coordinate leaving
the symplectic form invariant is called a canonical transformation; it
transforms the Hamilton equations into similar equations in the Hamilton
form. The symplectic structure can be seen on classical observables through
the existence of Poisson’s brackets. One of the main contributions of
Heisenberg was to provide a correspondence principle between Poisson’s
brackets in Classical Mechanics and commutators in Quantum Mechanics.
Actually the commutator must be divided by i h if one wants this corres-
pondence principle to be correct at the semiclassical limit.

Accordingly we define the Poisson bracket of two elements f and g of
C~. (r) as:

The main result of this section is given in:

PROPOSITION 5.4. - If f and g belong to C;.. (r) their Poisson bracket
{f, g} defines an element of c, (r) and satisfies:

1 
(i) it is bilinear and continuous for the topologies of C~. (r) and of

C;.. (I-’).
(ii) it is antisymmetric: {J: g~ _ - ~g, f~.
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(iii) it satisfies the Jacobi identity:

(iv) it is ~}* =={/*, g*}. D

Proof. - The only non elementary statement in this proposition is the
very first one, namely that g} is a continuous function with compact
support and in particular that the limit h~ 0 matches with the definition

(5.11 ).
To see this let f and g be continuous with compact support on rand

let h # 0. Then we can write the Poisson bracket as:

where the double arrow ~ is a short-hand notation indicating that the
same term with f and g exchanged must be substracted. Using the identity:

we get:

We remark that this expression makes sense for the terms with l~
vanishes anyway. Since both f and g are differentiable, one can extend
them by continuity at n = 0 and by definition we get the usual derivatives
with respect to A. The previous expression is then nothing but the Fourier
transform of the usual Poisson bracket of the f~~ and gel according to
(5.11). Since both/and g have compact supports there is R &#x3E; 0 such that

whenever II’ 11 ~ Rand I l - l’ I 1 &#x3E;_- R the corresponding term in the sum
vanishes. Thus if 1/11 ~ 2 R the left hand side vanishes too. Moreover R
can be chosen such that whenever I A I 00 ~ R, f ~~C, A, l) and g (~, A, l)
both vanish. Hence whenever I A 100 ~ 2 R the left hand side also vanishes.
Therefore {/, g} is continuous with compact support. D
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Open Problems:
(i) Can we define the Poisson bracket of two elements of C1 (r)? If

yes is the Poisson bracket continuous in norm, namely do we have:
for 

(ii) We define the Liouville operator L f associated to f in C~ (T) as
L~.(~)={/, ~}. From Jacobi’s identity this is a derivation. If f= f* this is
a *-derivation. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions on f = f *
to make sure that L f generates an automorphism group ([27], [69])?

6. HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS ON QUANTUM PHASE SPACE

The differential structure defined in the previous section is quite difficult
to use in practice, for the differentiability with respect to action variable
is not very easy to perform. On the other hand even in Classical Mechanics
many technical results such as the Nekhoroshev theorem or the Kolmogor-
ov-Arnold-Moser one, require the use of holomorphic functions on the
complexified phase space, at least as an intermediate step. We intend to
define in this section a family of dense subalgebras of C* (r) generalizing
such holomorphic functions. This will provide us with an extremely useful
technical tool which will give results similar to those obtained in Classical
Mechanics. However the interpretation of these results will be highly non
trivial since they will give controls of the semiclassical limit.

Let (11, R, r) be a family of three positive numbers. D (11, R) will denote
the open subset of the complex space CN + 1 defined by (see fig. 3):

(i) 
(ii) 
We denote R) the space of holomorphic functions on D (r~, R)

continuous, bounded, converging to zero at infinity on the closure of
D (11, R), equipped with the uniform topology given by the norm:

By construction R) is invariant by the translations
(n, A) -~ (n, A -In) (le We can therefore define a complexified grou-
poid rc the elements of which being the set of (n, A, l) with (n, A) in
D (11, R) and I in ZN with the rules similar to (2.2) &#x26; (2.3). d- (11, R, r)
will denote the space of holomorphic functions f on rc continuous on the
closure of rc such that
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With the product defined as in (3.2) (11, R, r) becomes an algebra
such that:

PROPOSITION 6.1. - ~ ~ (~, R, r) equipped with the norm defined by
(6.2), is a Banach algebra and:

’ 

r’ 
0 (6.3)

Proof. - Let f belong to ~ ~ (11, R, r). For any l E ZN the function

(h, A)~/(~, A, r) belongs to ~ (11, R). By Montel’s theorem this is a

Banach space. Thus any limit of Cauchy sequences in the algebra
(11, R, r) will define a holomorphic function on the complexified grou-

poid, bounded and continuous on the closure. Moreover the limit will
decay in I in such a way that the norm I f R, r of the limit be finite.

Hence ~ ~ (11, R, r) is a Banach space. Let us now prove (6.3). We get:
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for I l I1 __ I l’ I 1 + I I - l’ I 1. Now since D (q , R) is translation invariant we
have:

and the estimate can be achieved easily. D

As in section 1 we introduced a cocycle e as the unique function on the
groupoid rc such that:

Then one gets:

with

and

In particular e is a meromorphic function of D (11, R).
By analogy with the results of section 1, we define an involution "*"

(11, R, r) as follows:

Because of (6.5) (11, R, r) f* may not belong to ~ ~ (11, R, r) for
if l~  0 , f’* (~, A, l) may get a pole at A~= -~ whenever 1 ~ ~ ~ lw
On the other hand it may also be unbounded at infinity. Nevertheless, we
get:

(i) the mapping f - f* is antilinear

(ii) ~.f * } * _.~ (6. 7)

whenever the right hand side makes sense.
To make sure that this involution is well defined we introduce the

subalgebra d (11, R, r) of ~ ~ (11, R, r) the elements of which having
precisely the property that both f and their adjoint f * belong to
d- Ol, R, r). We endow ~ (11, R, r) with the norm:
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The main properties of this later algebra are summarized in the following
propositions:

PROPOSITION 6.2. - If f belongs to dell, R, r) and if m E NN, then

f (n, = 0 whenever h ~ 0 and NN. D

Proof. - We suppose that mENN. Then if m-lftNN we can find a
subset I of [ 1, N] such that ~I if and only if 1  &#x3E; mw Thus, using (6.5)
&#x26; (6.6) with A = mh we get:

Since f belongs to dell, R, r),/* also belongs to dell, R, r) whereas:

Since l~ &#x3E; m~ the right hand side vanishes. D

PROPOSITION 6.3. - If f belongs to A (11, R, r) and if l~ZN is such that
whenever ~ belongs to the subset I of [1, N], l~  0, then as A I 00 ~ 00 one
gets:

Proof. - Using (6.5) &#x26; (6.6) again the estimate is immediate. D

THEOREM 6.4. - The algebra ~ (11, R, r) endowed with the involution

defined in (6.6) and the norm defined in (6.8) is a Banach *-algebra. D

Proof. - It is enough to show that j~ (1~ R, r) is complete. Let o

be a Cauchy sequence in ~ (11, R, r). Then o o

converge in d- (11, R, r) to limit denoted by f and f* respectively. In

particular we get:

uniformly over In particular f* = f* and the sequence converges to f
in the norm (6.8). D

THEOREM 6.5. - If (11, R, r), t ( f) is the function over r defined
by:

whenever {h, A, j E r. Then t ( f) belongs to C* (r) and t is a *-homomorph-
ism with a dense image. Actually t ( f) is a Coo element in C* (r). D
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Proof. - Using (6.4) we get for the product:

namely:

Using (6.6) we get immediately 0:

In particular if m - I does not belong to NN the right hand side vanishes
and thus:

The very same argument holds whenever ? = 0.
On the other hand using (6.4) again:

showing that

Now we have to show that we obtain elements of C* (F). If we suppose
first h~ 0 and if (t ( f)) = F we have:

Therefore:
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The very same estimate holds for n = 0 showing that:

At last we must show that v ( f ) may be approximated by elements of
C~(r). We first truncate t ( f ) with respect to the angle variable by setting:

By an argument similar to (6.11 ) replacing v ( f ) by v ( f )L produces an
error:

Then we truncate with respect to the action variable by choosing a
continuous function with compact support x on RN such that 0 _ x _ 1,
and that x (A) =1 whenever I A B00 ~ M + (A) = 0 whenever

!A!&#x3E;M+1+L~ and by setting:

Since f belongs to the algebra ~ (11, R, r) it converges to zero at infinity
and for any E &#x3E; 0 we can find M &#x3E; 0 such that:

Thus by a similar argument, replacing 1 (f)L by 1 ( f )L, M produces an error:

Clearly belongs to C, (r) and it converges to i(/) in C* (r) as L
and M goes to infinity. Since C, (r) is dense in the C*-algebra the algebra
t (s~ (11, R, r)) is dense too.

It remains to show that v ( f ) is C °° . Clearly, since the kernel of f is
exponentially decaying in I it gives rise to a C~ function of the angles,
namely for any multi-index a=(ai, ..., aN) in N~ using the estimate
~« e - s n ~ õ}a. (if n &#x3E;_ 0) we get:

It is a little bit trickier to get smoothness with respect to the action since

we did not define derivatives of higher order in the previous sections.
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However, we can proceed in the same way, defining the higher derivative
by mean of uniform estimates on finite differences. Now if f belongs to
~ (11, R, r) the first derivative with respect to the action is given by:

Since f is analytic with respect to A the right hand side makes sense and
defines an holomorphic function on the complexified groupoid 
This formula can be iterated in an obvious way giving rise to a Coo
function in A too. D

7. A NON COMMUTATIVE CAUCHY-KOWALESKAYA
THEOREM

In the 19th century Cauchy and Kowaleskaya [36] gave sufficient condi-
tions on a vector field F on an open subset of RN to define locally and
for a short time a solution of the differential equation dx/dt = F (x). The
method used at that time consisted in expanding F into a power series
around the initial point of the trajectory, and to give x (t) as a power
series in time. The first step was to prove the existence of a solution as a
formal power series in time. The next step was to prove the convergence
of that series.

We would like to extend such a theorem in the non commutative context

developed before. The differential equation associated to a hamiltonian
vector field will be replaced by a differential equation on the time evolution
of observables, namely the Heisenberg equation ~f/at = ~w, f ~ _ ~W ( f )
where the operator 2 w will be called the Liouville operator associated to
w. The existence of a solution at short time will be obtained by simply
showing that the power series expansion for the exponential exp ~t 2 w} is
actually convergent for small t’s in one of the algebras ~ (11, R, r) of
holomorphic functions on our non commutative quantum phase space.
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Let f and g belong to ~ (11, R, r). We define their Poisson bracket

{/, g} as in C* (r) namely with a suitable choice of variables:

This expression is well defined on the open set D (11, R) since ~ ~ 0 there.
However it requires some work to show that it defines an element of

~ (11, R’, r’) for a suitable choice of R’ and r’. As a first remark we get:

PROPOSITION 7.1. - If h belongs to ~ (11, Ri, ri) (i = 1, 2) the Poisson

bracket {f1, f2} satisfies

which implies immediately the result. 0

THEOREM 7.2. - If fi belongs to A(~, Ri, ri) (i =1, 2) the Poisson

bracket {f1, f2} belongs to A (11, R, r) for any 0  R  Min R2} and
0  r  Min ’2} and:

Proof. - In order to get such an estimate, let us write (5.12) in the

following way:

This expression shows that each term in the sum is holomorphic in

D (11, R), bounded, continuous and vanishing at infinity on the closure
of D (q, R) provided 0  R  Min {R1, R2}. Indeed the derivative of a
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holomorphic function is given by the Cauchy formula namely in our case:

where ~=(8~y)i ~ y ~ N is the p.-th vector in the canonical basis of CN, and
p  Ri - R. Since the expression in the integral is holomorphic in D (11, R),
bounded, continuous and vanishing at infinity on the closure of D (11, R),
so does the integral according to the dominated convergence theorem.
Now we may estimate the norm of each term in the left hand side of

(7.4) using (7.5). Namely

The sum over l’ is dominated by the norm of f1 in A (11, R1, ri) provided
 R if R= R1 - p. In the remainder we use again the

estimate sup ~’~~(~8)’~ with b = r2 - r. Thus the sum over ji is
x &#x3E; o

dominated by (eö)-1 whereas the remaining sum on I" can be estimated
by the norm of 12 in d (11, R2, r2). This gives (7.2) after remarking that
~fl~ f2~~ - ~J 1~~ ~2 ~. D

THEOREM 7.3. - Let w belong to ~ (q, Ro, ro). Then for any pair (R, r)
ofpositive numbers such that 0  R  Ro, 0  r  ro and any integer n &#x3E; 0,
2~ defines a bounded linear operator from the algebra ~ (11, Ro, ro) into
the algebra ~ (11, R, r) and:

(ii) If t E C has a small enough modulus then exp (t ~W) defines a bounded
linear operator from the algebra ~ (11, Ro, ro) into the algebra ~ (11, R, r)
such that :
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Proof - For k = 0, 1, ... , n we will set where

p = Ro - R and rk = ro - 8 k/n where 8 = ro - r. We will also denote by d (k)
the algebra ~ (11, Rk, rk). By the theorem 7.2, one can see !£ w as a linear
bounded operator into d (k) with a norm:

Using the definition of Rk and rk we get:

Since we get (7.6) immediately. From (7.6), (7.8) follows by
summing all terms in the exponential.
The Jacobi identity [Proposition 5.4 (iii)] implies that 2 w is a derivation

namely: .

By recursion on n we obtain the Leibniz rule, namely:

Dividing by n! and summing up all terms with respect to n, we get (7.7 a)
immediately. We also have ~w ( f )* _ ~~,* ( f *) and by recursion

~W (, f’)* _ 2~* ( f *) for all n leading to (7.7 b). 0

THEOREM 7.4. - Let w belong to dell, Ro, ro). If w=w* then

defines a one parameter group of *-automorphisms of
C* (r) which is norm pointwise continuous. 0

Proof. - Let T be positive and small enough to make sure that for
some (R, r) [see (7.8)]:

Now we consider the canonical imbedding i of ~ (11, R, r) into C* (r)
(see section 6). For h~ 0 we set ( f )) where 03C0h is the harmonic

representation (see (3.8)). Then we get: 
-

Thus iterating we get T:
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Since w = w* the operator i,y(w) is self adjoint and thus e’ is unitary
implying:

If now we assume ~ = 0, we get a canonical *-homomorphism po from
C* (r) into ~/o which will be identified with TN) (see theorem 3.1).
Through the mapping 03C10° an element f in the algebra A (11, Ro, ro) is
transformed into according to (3.12). Moreover the Poisson bracket
{w,/} is transformed into the classical Poisson bracket f~~~. Therefore

is nothing but the solution of the differential equa-
tion:

We already know that F (t) (A, e) can be expressed as , fez (A (t), e (t)) where
(A (t), e (t)) is the solution of the Hamilton equation:

Since w E ~ (r~, Ro, ro) it is easy to see that w~~ is holomorphic with respect
to (A, e) in the domain IImAloo  Ro, ro. Since is
real on the real phase space. Therefore the Hamilton equations admit a
unique solution at short time according to (7.8) which is real for real
initial conditions. In particular, the uniform norm of F (t) is bounded
according to:

Both inequalities (7.9) and (7.10) imply for T Ro, 

Applying this inequality to ~=exp {- t ~W } ( f) we get:

Since t (~ (11, Ro, ro)) is dense in C* (r), one can find a linear isometric
mapping ar on C* (r) such that:

From theorem 7. 3, one gets for I _ T, in particular
0~=0~ . Moreover since w = w*, a,(/)*=a,(/*), and a, is a family of
*-automorphisms. From (7.12) and the theorem 7.3, ~ I at (v (. f’)) - v (, f’) II-+- 0
as t -~ 0 whenever (11, Ro, ro). By density of 1 (d (11, Ro, ro)), this
family is norm pointwise continuous. We can now extend it for all time
by a standard procedure, namely if ~T~~(~+1)T (n E Z), we set

This is the one parameter group of *-automorphism norm
pointwise continuous which extends the action of exp f - to all time
on C* (F). D 
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8. A CONVERGENT PERTURBATION THEORY FOR ONE
DEGREE OF FREEDOM

In the first section we restricted ourselves to the study of polynomials
in the creation operator a* and annihilation operator a. Such operators
do not belong to the C*-algebra C* (r) since they are unbounded. However
many of them can be seen as unbounded derivations on C* (r) through
the Liouville operator they define formally. We will not enter into this
question here but rather restrict ourselves to the following simple case,
which turns out to be extremely useful in a wide class of problems.
We will consider a diagonal operator Ho given through an holomorphic

kernel Ho (n, A) 8~ o on the complexified groupoid rc when the number
of degrees of freedom is equal to 1. We assume the following properties:

(i) Re (~ A)} ~ Q for some D &#x3E; 0 if (~ A) e D (n, 

(n) Ho = Hg (reality condition). 
(8.1)

The simplest example of such kernel is provided by the hamiltonian of a
perturbed harmonic oscillator namely:

where the function h is holomorphic on the domain D (q, R), bounded
and continuous on the closure of D (q, R) and having a derivative with
respect to A uniformly bounded by 1- SZ for some 0  Q  1.

Such a kernel can be seen as defining in each representation an
unbounded diagonal operator by mean of:

We now consider an element f of A (11, R, r) and we want to form the
kernel:

where ~ is a small parameter which will be called a "coupling constant".
The main result of this section is given by the following theorem:

THEOREM 8.1. - Let Ho and f as above. Let 0  p  R, 0  Õ  rand

0  Qoo  Q. Assume that d satisfies the condition:

(i) Lf’ I E ~ _ d there is a sequence 1 with

wk E ~ (r~, R - 2 - ~k -1 ~ p, r - 2 - 
~k -1 ~ b) and ~H in ~ (r~, R - p) depending
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analytically upon E, such that:

with

and

(ii) 0, the operator 7th (Ho) + can be diagonalized by means
of the unitary operator fl e-i and its eigenvalues are

k &#x3E;_ 1

(iii) The corresponding eigenfunction ~r" is exponentially localized away
from the unpertubed one namely:

Proof - ( 1 ) In this first step of the proof we will assume that both Ho
and fare holomorphic functions of E in the disc  d~ . We will
use the Schwarz lemma according to which whenever g (z) is holomorphic
and bounded in the disc {zeC; z ~  d~ and satisfies g(z)=(9(z~) around
z=0, we get where M = sup 

The first step of the proof consists in diagonalizing Ho + f to the first
order in f We will assume that f = O (8~). More precisely we look for an
element w in ~ (11, R’, r’) for some R’, r’ such that:

where 8H is diagonal. Expanding the exponential to the first order we get
the linearized equation:

Since Ho is diagonal taking the average of both sides gives  f ) = õR,
namely:

On the other hand (8.8) gives for the non diagonal part of w:

Since Ho is holomorphic with respect to A, the solutions is given by:
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We will choose the solution such that w (~, A, 0) = 0.
Because Ho is real, the adjoint of w is obtained through the same

formula replacing f by f*. Clearly, thanks to (8 .1 ), the right hand side of
(8.10) defines an holomorphic kernel in the domain (n, A) E D (11, R) and
I E I  d. Moreover, writing the derivative of Ho through a Cauchy formula
as in (7.5), we can see that w is continuous on the closure of D (11, R’)
for each R’  R and ’bounded on D(ll, R). Using (8.1 ) and remarking
that I =~ 1, we get an estimate of the norm of w, namely

This implies exp { 2 w} (Ho + f ) = Ho + ( f ~ + Rw ( f ) where RW ( f ) is given
by:

The theorem 7.3 shows that Rw ( f ) belongs to ~ (11, R - p, r - õ) for any
0  p  R’  R and 0  õ  r and the estimate (7.6) allows to get:

provided

(2) The next step consists in defining a recursion process starting with
the original hamiltonian Ho + fo = Ho + E.f At the k-th step we assume
that we have obtained an hamiltonian Hk with Hk diagonal belonging
to D (11, Rk), and belonging to A (11, Rk, rk) both being analytic with
respect to E in the disc {EEC;  d~, with the conditions Rk  R, rk  r.

We set together with sup ~~~=s~
d

denotes the norm of the algebra ~ (11, Rk, We will assume
the following recursion hypothesis:

Then we construct w" as the solution of {wn, with
zero diagonal elements as in (8.10). This gives rise to:
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Therefore Hn belongs Rn) for any  

belongs to dell, Rn, rn) for any  because of (d). More-
over, using a Cauchy formula to estimate the norm of the derivative of
In-I we get:

(8.15)
From the recursion hypothesis (b) and (8.10) and (8.12) it follows that
Hn, w" and In are self adjoint too.
From (8.13) we get fn = O (ENn) as E z 0, with Since No = I

we conclude that Nn = 2".
Using (8.13) and the recursion hypothesis (a) again we also get:

If we raise both sides of (8.16) to the power 2 - n, we get after iteration:

It turns out that the infimum of the right hand side over the sequences
(pn, 8J of non negative numbers such that L Pn = P and

~ 6~ = õ is reached for pn = p 2 - n and 6~ = Õ 2 - n. In this case we have:

With this choice the condition (a) will be satisfied at each step provided
~ 2" P (Q - QocJ. Imposing the condition :

n ~ 1

a sufficient condition to satisfy (a) is therefore:

At last we have to check that (d) holds at each step. With our previous
choice it is satisfied if:

A sufficient condition for this condition to hold is then given by:

Now we have therefore gluing together (8.18), (8.19) and
(8.20) we get the convergence of the recursion process provided there are
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Then:

(2) A)} ~ Qoo for (n, A)ED(ll, R - p).
(3) fl converges as a bounded *-homomorphism from

n ? 1

R, r) into R - p, r - 6) transforming Ho+E.finto H ~ .
(4) the previous convergences hold uniformly with respect to E in

d}. In particular both H~ and 03A0 d{Lwn} are analytic with
n ~ 1

respect to E in the disc I E  d}.
If we represent these kernel by means of the harmonic representation,

~r~ (Hoo) is diagonal and the corresponding eigenvalues are given by (8.6).
On the other hand for each k &#x3E;__ 1, is implemented by the unitary
operator e y Thus the eigenfunction of Ho + E . f corresponding to
the eigenvalue n~) (n E N) is given by Thus

k &#x3E;_ 1

we get:

We introduce on the set of matrices A = (An, n’) the norm:

The operator norm II A II is dominated by II A Ilr and II . Ilr is a *-algebraic
norm. Moreover we get 111t~ (w) w 1111, if (11, R, r). Thus we
get, using ex -1 _ xeX for x &#x3E;_ 0:

. Recursively, (8 .11 ) and (8.18) give the following estimate:
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which implies for 

9. BIRKHOFF’S EXPANSION AND RAYLEIGH-SCHR6DINGER
PERTURBATION SERIES

The first important question addressed by physicists in the field of semi
classical analysis is to understand the relationship between the classical and
the quantum perturbation expansions. In classical hamiltonian mechanics,
investigating the motion around a fixpoint (or a periodic orbit), Birkhoff
[22] proved the existence of canonical changes of coordinate in phase
space transforming the original hamiltonian into a completely integrable
one to arbitrary order in the distance to the fixpoint. This perturbation
series was already commonly used since the nineteenth century by the
astronomers, and the question of its convergence has been the cornestone
of further studies on the existence of instabilities. We know nowadays
that for sure such an expansion cannot converge unless the system is
completely integrable, because of the existence of resonant regions in the
phase space leading to some chaotic motion.
On the contrary the corresponding expansion in quantum mechanics,

called the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation series, does converge for
each individual eigenvalue. It has been guessed, and proved in some cases
that it converges order by order to the Birkhoff expansion as Planck’s
constant goes to zero [51]. This remark has been widely used among
physicists and theoretical chemists to get accurate estimates of eigenvalues
for complicate systems as nuclei or molecules, when the methods involving
partial differential operators fail to produce reliable results. The most
remarkable fact about this method is the amazing accuracy of such a
method, even if Planck’s constant is not very small in the natural units of
the problem.

In this section we intend to give a proof of the previous guess in the
framework of the non commutative approach of the semiclassical limit.
More precisely we will consider a system with N degrees of freedom (N is
an arbitrary integer) which is a perturbation of a non resonant family of
coupled harmonic oscillators. Such a system arises locally in phase space
around each fixpoint of any hamiltonian system in regions called someti-
mes "island of stability". Preliminary calculations show that it is actually
possible to represent the quantum and the classical motion as well around
such a -point by mean of such a perturbed harmonic oscillator. For this
reason we are entitled to restrict ourselves to such a case without loss of
generality. We will prove that at any order in the perturbation parameter
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E it is possible to find a canonical transformation of the quantum phase
space which diagonalizes the hamiltonian at this order. We will give a
precise estimate of the remainder uniformly in the Planck constant in the
next section: we get an error term of the form O (exp ( - cont. E-1/2N))
when we stop the expansion at the optimal order, a result similar to the
Nekhoroshev estimate in classical mechanics ([66], [67]).

Such an estimate explains why this method can be so successful in
practice. Indeed if the parameter E is chosen so small to produce a
remainder negligeable with respect to Planck’s constant say it is of
order for some P &#x3E; 1, we are entitled to expect the expansion to give
accurate results. Using the Nekhoroshev-type estimate, this leads to a

value E = 0 (I Ln (~) I - 2 N) which may be macroscopic even if n is extremely
small!

Beyond that value of the perturbation parameter, the quantum system
starts seeing the classical chaotic regions. However, it is possible to localize
the quantum system outside these resonant regions in order to produce
better estimates of the K.A.M. type [49]. The net result of this procedure
will be to replace the parameter E by an effective one of order

E2, E4, E8, E16, ... The process will be stopped after n steps, namely
whenever this effective parameter is (9~L~(~)~~), that is to say when
E = 0 (I L n (~) I -N~2~‘ 1), an even bigger value!

Let us start by describing the system we want to study here. The

unperturbed one is given by the unbounded hamiltonian of a family of
harmonic oscillators. In action-angle variables it is given by the kernel:

where A. 00 = A 1 03C91 + A2 002 + ... + AN ooN’ We will restrict ourselves to the
"non resonant case" namely we will assume that there exists a &#x3E; N -1
and Q &#x3E; 0 such that:

We perturb it by an element f of the algebra ~ (11, R, r) namely we
consider the hamiltonian:

Our first result is summarized as follows:
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where Rn) (cf. (6.1)), ~L (.f’) E ~ (r~, RL, rL) and denot-
IlL the norm o, f ’ ~ (r~ , 0. D

Proof - We proceed as in classical mechanics, namely we suppose that
(9.4) holds, we expand both sides in powers of E and we identify them
term by term. It will give a recursion formula permiting to compute the
wn’s. In order. to shorten the notations we denote by 2n the Liouville
operator associated to w~ and the one associated to (E). We
obtain:

At the first order (9.4) reads:

and for n &#x3E;_ 2 it gives:

To compute H1, ..., HL we remark that where ~
is the operator acting on A (11, R, r) as:

In particular ~ ~" (Ho) &#x3E; = 0. This gives:

We can actually take advantage of (9.6) and (9.9) to write the solution of
(9.7) in a more compact form. Let us define K ( f) = f- ( f ) and:

A tedious computation gives:
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To compute the wn’s recursively it is necessary and sufficient to solve
the equation:

Indeed assuming that !.f; 1 (K g) is well defined, (9.11 ) permits to compute
wn recursively for the right hand side depends only upon the wk’s with
1 _- k _ n -1 and w 1 is given by (9.6).
To solve the linearized equation (9.12) we need the:

LEMMA 9.2. - Let R &#x3E; 0 and r &#x3E; 0 be given. Let R, r) and let
(0 E RN satisfy the diophantine estimate (9.2). Then for any r’  r there is a
unique w in ~ (11, R, r’) such that:

lemma 9.2. - From (9.8) the solution is given by:

We notice the estimate for alllEZN and:

giving the result immediately when applied to w and to w*. D

Proof of theorem 9.1 (continued). - To simplify the notations we will
set

Then the sequences Rm and rm are decreasing. Let us assume that for
1 _ m -- n -1 (wm) belongs to a/ (m). From (9.6) this is already true
for m =1. Then from the lemma 9.2, wm belongs to 1/2).
Now if m and m’ are positive integers, by the theorem 7.2 it follows

that belongs to s~ (m + m’) F’or indeed 

Rm’ -1 &#x3E; and in much the same way &#x3E; rm+m’-1/2.
Applying this remark to the right hand side of (9.11 ), we get for each
term:

(i) belongs to ~ (m) because of (9.10).
(ii) 2 m’ is a linear bounded operator from .xl (m) into a/ (m + m’) if

m &#x3E;_ 1. :

(iii) K is a contraction from ~ (m) into itself.
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Therefore each term indexed by (no, n1, ..., nk) such that

no + n1 + ... + nk= n in the right hand side of (9.11 ) belongs to d (n). So
does (wn).
Thus the kernel W(L) (E) = 8. wi + ... + EL . wL belongs to j~ (L + 1 /2) for

any L, and its norm goes to zero as E - 0. From the theorem 7.3, for E
small enough, exp (Ef (E)} is linear and bounded from ~ (0) into ~ (L + 1).
Thus {.f’) belongs to On the other hand expanding
the exponential in power series we get

We have already shown that belongs to deL) and again by
the theorem 7.3 it follows that ~ (E)k 1)! belongs to

with a norm of Therefore the right hand side

exp (E)} (Ho) - Ho also belongs to ~ (L + 1).
Since for E small enough the expansion exp {2 (s)} (Ho + s f) in powers

of E does converges, the very definition of 2 (E) implies that the terms of
order Ek with 1 ~ k _ L are diagonal, and that the remainder has a norm

RL, rj of order EL + 1. D

THEOREM 9.3. - Order by order in E, the quantum perturbation expansion
for the eigenvalues of the hamiltonian H {~t) = 7th (Ho + E f ) converges in the
classical limit to the integrable form of the classical hamiltonian given by
Birkhoffis expansion. Moreover, order by order in E, the classical canonical
transformation which produces Birkhoff’s expansion is the semiclassical limit
of the family of quantum automorphisms defined by the unitary transforma-
tion diagonalizing H (h). D

Proof. - The quantum perturbation expansion for an individual eigen-
value labelled by m E ZN consists in finding an eigenvector and the corre-
sponding eigenvalue in the form:

satisfying the eigenvalue equation:

and the orthogonality condition:

This means that the new basis is obtained from the canonical
one by a unitary operator U (E) which can be expanded in perturbation
expansion. A convenient way of writting it is to introduce a self adjoint
operator such that:
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The equation (9.15) becomes equivalent to the equation:

If W (E) is defined through 7th (E), (9.16) is nothing but the
equation (9.4) written in the representation 

Since by theorem 9.1 there is a unique solution as a formal power series
expansion in E belonging to the algebras ~ (11, R’, r’) for R’  R, r’  r,
the expansion converges term by term 0 to the expansion we get
by taking ~ = O. But in this latter case, using the results of the sections 3
and 6, at ~=0, we get nothing but the standard perturbation expansion
of Birkhoff, namely L(~) is the Poisson bracket by which is

analytic with respect to the actions and angles variables order by order in
E, and so its exponential is well defined giving rise to a canonical transform-
ation. In the new variables (A’, St), the classical hamiltonian
H (A, S) = Ho (A) + 8 (A, 9) becomes independent of the angles namely
H (A’, S’) = Ho (A’) + E. Hi (A’) + E2 . H2 (A’) + ..., where

10. A NEKHOROSHEV-TYPE ESTIMATE .

In the previous section we have derived a perturbation theory valid in
the sense of formal power series expansion. Actually we will see now that
it is possible to get a better estimate firstly by estimating the terms of that
series and then by getting an optimal estimate on the remainder. The
method we use here has been introduced already in classical mechanics
by several authors ([43], [59], [77]). Only the framework of noncommutative
geometry is perfectly fitted with extending them to the quantum case.
However, as discussed in the last section, the interpretation of the results
in quantum mechanics is very non trivial. For indeed, by stopping the
perturbation expansion at the order which minimizes the error term pro-
duce an error of the order of 0 (exp { - const . E - 1/2 0152) for some a which is
approximately equal to N the number of degrees of freedom. In particular,
whenever this error term is negligeable with respect to ~, the quantum
eigenvalues will be known through this formula with a sufficient accuracy.
Even if we allow this error to be of order for some P &#x3E; 1, this gives a

. bound 0(~Ln(~"~) for E, namely quite a large quantity even if the
’ effective Planck constant is very small! This probably explains why such
’ 

a method of computing eigenvalues for complicated systems produces
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results so amazingly accurate ([43], [59], [77]). More precisely:

THEOREM 10.1. - Let f belong to dell, R, r) with Ho is

defined by (9.1) and (9.2).
For any ø &#x3E; 1, cr &#x3E; N-1, we set rJ. = fl (a + 2) + 1, and

Let us choose r~ such that 0  Roo  R, 0  r~  r. Then f.

there is an L &#x3E;_ 2 such that (E) is given by the theorem 9.1, then:

with ~(/)6~(T1, R~, ~~) and

Proof - We introduce some notations. Starting from the pair
(Ro, ro) = (R, r) of positive numbers, we define the sequence (Rn, rn) by
mean of:

where

~-i/2=(~+~-i)/2. We also denote the algebra .xl (11, Rn, rn)
and by ~(~+1/2) the algebra ~ (11, Rn, rn + 1~2). At last we will set

denotes the norm in s/ (11, Rn, rn).
LEMMA 10.2. - For any n &#x3E;_ 1 Yn satisfies the estimate:

with

Proof - Our first estimate uses the inequality (9.13) (lemma 9.2) to
get:

Now from the equations (9.6) and (9.9) we see that /I f /1°’ We will
assume by recursion that
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To estimate Y~ we now use the formula (9.11 ) in which we see 5£ m
acting on j~(~/2014 1) as a bounded operator with values in ~ (m’ + m). By
theorem 7.2, we can estimate its bound: since wm belongs to

~(~-l/2)=~(r~ and since

we get

and

From the formula (9.11 ) we obtain:

Now we use the following inequalities

and to get:

with

Using (10.4) we may estimate the product of the Ym’s. To this purpose
we remark that the function

defined on the convex domain A~={1 ~ ~ (n! + n2 + ... +~) ~ n) is
convex, and that the extremal points of are the vectors

eo = (1, 1, ..., 1 ) and ei = ( 1, ... , n - k + 1, ..., 1 ) . Consequently, G
takes on its maximal value on one of these extremal points namely
G (n i , n2, ..., nk) _ (n - k) L n (n - k). Thus:
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Using (10.4), if C =1 /(2 ~), this estimate gives:

To finish the recursive proof it is sufficient to check this estimate for
n =1: we get easily namely 

proving the lemma. D

Proof of theorem 10.1 (continued). - Using the definition of the remain-
der we get for any L the following expansion:

For k E N given, let us introduce

and similarly we define r (j) = ’L-l/2 ( 1- j/k) + rL-1/2 - 03B4Lj/2 k. Since
for 1 _ m  L, wrn belongs to dell, ~-1), one can see 2m as a
linear and bounded operator into
~ (rl, R (j), rQ)) with a bound given by the theorem 7.2, namely
[by (10.3)]:

Using (10.6), the inequality La.m for 1 _ m  L and remarking that
there are at most Lk + 1 terms in the sum over (no, ..., nk) we get (since
!!./1!o=~

If L &#x3E; 2 the sum over k is bounded by {2fL°’/3}". In much the same way
remarking that 2 e/2 ~ 3 if EC1 L2 Cl ~ 1 /4 the sum over n is bounded by: .

The minimum of the right hand side of ( 10.7) is reached for ~ C1L203B1 = e - 2 °‘
which is smaller than or equal to 1/4 for a &#x3E; 1. Using L e - L  1, the
relation (10.2), the definition of p and ð, we get the inequalities
(10.1 a and b), and the theorem is proved. D
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11. ANOTHER BIRKHOFF EXPANSION

We start again with the perturbed harmonic oscillator described in (9.1)-
(9.3). But now we denote by T (E) the automorphism exp {.P W (E)} and by
M the averaging operator  ... ~ introduced in (4.1):

So we are looking for a *-automorphism T (E) such that for any "small"
E:

Here again, we assume that T (E) may be expanded as a formal power
series in E:

where the coefficients Tn are operators. For instance we get, when E = 0:

(since Ho is integrable: Ho = M. Ho). We follow the method exposed in
[80].

In order to compute T (E) our first result will explicit the "Hamilton-
Jacobi" equation.(11.1):

PROPOSITION 11.1. - The "Hamil ton-Jacobi " equation ( 11.1 ) for the

formal series E --~ T (E) is equivalent to the following integral equation:

Since the right hand side of ( 11.3) is the sum of Ho and the average of
some hamiltonian, clearly the transformed hamiltonian T(8).(Ho+8./)
is integrable, so that ( 11. 3) implies ( 11.1 ).
The linear operator in the bracket (which applies to the perturbation f)

is nothing else than the sum of the automorphisms T (s) when the para-
meter s varies from 0 to E. Let us note that this sum is approximately
equal to E .1, (i. e. proportional to the identity operator), since T (0) = 1 .
By definition, the "normal form" of the perturbed hamiltonian Ho + E .f

is the left hand side of (11.3), i. e. is equal to this hamiltonian expressed
in its "adapted coordinates". Hence we deduce from (11.3) that the normal
form of Ho + approximately Ho + E . M .f
Here we shall give a formal solution by computing the coefficients T"

by some recurrence formulas.
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Proof of proposition 11.1. - To prove that ( 11.1 ) implies ( 11. 3) we first
set:

By assumption (11.2), H (E) is a formal power series in E:

and by assumption ( 11.1 ), H (E) = M . H (E). Hence, deriving formally with
respect to E:

where

By definition (11.4):

where

We will now prove that:

This completes the proof of proposition 11.1, since ( 11.6) plugged into
the r. h. s. of ( 11. 5) yields:

so that, by integration:

which is ( 11.3) since H (0) = Ho.
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To prove ( 11.7) we just have to compute (d/dE) T (E):

(d/dE) T (E) * (d/dE) 

where F (E) is some formal series:

From now on, we will forget w (E). In order to compute T (E), (11.9) and
F (E) suffice. Therefore ( 11.7) rewrites:

or by definition ( 11.4):

or even, using the requirement ( 11.1 ) :

And it is obvious that for any hamiltonian F, the following operator is
identically zero:

Let us remark that the 8"-term of ( 11.3) is (for any n &#x3E;_ 1 ):

This relation is not quite useful to compute Tn.
We now give a modified version of the equation ( 11.3), more suitable

to derive recurrence formulas:

PROPOSITION 11.2. - The "Hamil ton-Jacobi " equation ( 11.1 ) for the

formal series E --~ T (E) is equivalent to the following integral equation:
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So if we define the coefficients F", 2 n of the formal series in E:

(i. e. == then (11.12) rewrites, for any N &#x3E;_ 1 :

(andTo= 1). Likewise ( 11.11 ) rewrites, for any N &#x3E;_ 1 :

(and 2 ro’ Fo = K . f ) i. e. using (11.13).-

Now if 03C9~RN verifies the diophantine estimate (9.2) the lemma 9.2
shows that for any g belonging to some algebra ~ (11, R, r), the equation
~.F==K.~ has a solution in ~ (r~, R, r’) (d r’  r). Proposition 11.3,
below, precises this.

But at a formal level (11.13)-(11.14) allow us to compute the coefficients
TN and FN. The algorithm is the following:

Proof of proposition 11.2. - Let us rewrite ( 11. 8) using the generating
function F (E) of T (E) :

or

The 1. h. s. is [~F ~E} . T (E)] . (HQ + E . f ) [cf ( 11.12)]; hence using ( 11. 3) the
above equality becomes:
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or

By ( 11.10) we can factorize K in front of the bracket. And by the

antisymmetry of the Poisson bracket: 2 F ~. Ho = - 2 Ho’ F (E) . So we have
proven that ( 11.3) [i. e. ( 11.1 )] implies ( 11.11 ).
To prove that ( 11.11 ) implies ( 11. 3), we will show that the formal series

R (E) defined by

vanishes identically when ( 11.11 ) holds. Indeed, if L(e) = we get
from (11.12):

00

Since R (E) is by definition a formal series: R (E) == L Rn, the preceding
n=0

relation yields:

Finally Ro = R (0) = 0 and therefore RN = 0 for any N. D

For the moment, the meaning of the inverse 1 of the operator Y ro
is purely formal. To go further, we need some assumption on the smooth-
ness off :

PROPOSITION 11.3. - Let f be in some algebra ~a = ~ (11, R, r) and q
be the function:
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To avoid any ambiguity between E and , f; we may assume ~f~0=1.
If co E RN satisfies, for some ~ &#x3E; N -1, Q &#x3E; 0, the diophantine estimate:

U: "’n " 3~n + 1 /2 (11.16)
Tn is a bounded operator between ~o and ( 11.17)

Furthermore estimates on the norms are:

Proof of proposition 11. 3 . - For n = 0, ( 11.17) is trivial (To =1 ) and
Fo = by applying the lemma 9.2 with r’ = r . q ( 1 /2)  r.

Let us assume that for a given N~1, (11.16)-(11.19) hold for
n = 0, ..., N -1, and consider any term of the sum ( 11.13).
By ( 11.17) is a bounded operator between do and 

and by ( 11.16) Since ~(N)min{~+l/2);~(N-~-l)},
the theorem 7.2 yields that is bounded between 1 and

And ( 11.17) holds also for n = N. ,
Furthermore: ..,

Indeed

Hence:

The first bracket is ~ C (since b  1 / 12) and the last one is maximized
when n is extremal, i. e. when n=O (or n = N -1). And its value is
 Na.cN-1~. So :
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Likewise let us consider any term of the sum (11.14).

The operator 1 + 201420142014 does not decrease the analyticity properties
N N-n 

y y p

of its argument.
Hence by the same argument as above, and:

Applying once more the lemma 9.2, we verify that ( 11.16) holds also for
n = N, and that:

Finally we give another version of the theorem 10.1:

THEOREM 11.4. - Let f be in some algebra ~ (11, R, r) with II f 1111, R, r = 1,
b E ]0; 1 / 12]. We set Roo --_ R. (1- y), roo --_ r. (1- y) ( for some y E ]0; 1 [),
and define Ho by (9.1 ) with 03C9 E RN satisfying the diophantine estimate ( 11.15)
for some ~ &#x3E; N -1, Q &#x3E; 0. We also set oc --- (b + 1)(cr+2)+ 1.

If

then there is some integer L &#x3E;_ l, and a *-automorphism

such that

where

and

Proof of theorem 11.4. - The construction of (E) is the same as in
chapters 9 and 10, i. e. we first define K . f,
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F 1L~, ... as in proposition 11.2, with the exception that we set:

So, for N - L - l, and for N _ L, 
In particular this explains ( 11.23), since we have already seen that:

Now we rewrite under an expanded form, obtained by iterating
(11.13):

where:

(*) the sum is restricted by the condition ni + ... + nk = N - k
(*) NA L=min(N; L)

m

(*) and for any m: I n 1m == L ni.

Obviously (11.26) is also true when L = oo (which is the case of the

proposition 11.2). The advantage of this truncation is seen in the following
lemma:

LEMMA 11.5. - Under the same assumptions as in proposition 11.3, we

bounded operator between and (11.27)
and

where

And if

then

and

Proof of lemma 11. 5. - First of all, ( 11.27)-( 11.28) are already estab-
lished in proposition 11.3 when N  L. So we investigate the case N &#x3E; L.
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Let us consider any term of ( 11.26) as follow:

Using (11.18), the norm of a generic factor is bounded by:

The last factor is maximal when ni = L -1, and the argument of the q’
function may be replaced by L. Furthermore in (11.26), this factor is

associated to a denominator which may be lower bounded by i.

Hence: .,

where the sum is restricted by the condition n 1 + ... +~=N2014/~.
Now we replace 2 L + 1 by 3 L since L &#x3E;_ 1, and by the Stirling formula

we get an upper bound

Let us also notice that

and that there are -1) k-uple (h1, ..., n such that

Therefore, using the value of a:

since 9~.~/2~ 15 (b _ 1 / 12). Finally 1+15.L~ 16. L, and a+ 1 == 0152.

This proves ( 11.28), i. e. that I o _ ( 16 . C. 
So ( 11.30) is a convergent geometric series when ( 11.29) holds.
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Let us now turn to (11.30).
Estimating is easy (using II f 110 = 1):

For what concerns we replace the last factor in (11.26)

(cf. the end of the proof of proposition 11.3). So this r. h. s. replaces the
last factor ~ ~ ~L-~-D/2~ - o of the product in ( 11. 32) :

Plugging (11.34)-(11.35) into the definition ( 11. 30) of BlL (, f ’) we get:

(because 8~ 1/32.C.L", and L &#x3E;_ 1 : 8 L + 1 _ 9 L). 0

Let us complete the proof of the theorem 11.4: since q (L) _&#x3E;_ 1- y,

There remains to choose L. We will take a value which (nearly) mini-
mizes the bound ( 11. 31 ), i. e.:

with

(the integer part is denoted by [... ]).
Finally condition ( 11.20) insures that this value of L is ~ 1, and it also

implies condition (11.29) of lemma 11.5 (since e0152 ~ 2). D
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